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Chinese lizards (Eremias argus) were exposed to separated R-(-)-triadimefon, S-(+)-triadimefon and racemic
triadimefon to evaluate enantioselective accumulation of triadimefon. After single oral administration of R(-)-triadimefon, S-(+)-triadimefon and racemic triadimefon, the time-concentration curves in diﬀerent tissues
were found to be diﬀerent. Triadimefon enantiomers crossed the blood-brain barrier and brain is a main target
organ. The residues of triadimefon enantiomers in fat were highest after 24 h indicating that fat was the main
tissue of accumulation. In racemic triadimefon exposure group, the enantiomer fractions of R-(-)-triadimefon in
diﬀerent tissues showed that the diﬀerences between R-(-)-triadimefon and S-(+)-triadimefon were signiﬁcant
in absorption and metabolism, but the diﬀerences became smaller in exclusion and accumulation. From the
results of mathematical models, S-(+)-triadimefon was absorbed and eliminated faster than R-(-)-triadimefon,
and R-(-)-triadimefon was easily distributed in the tissues and more easily converted into its metabolites.
Furthermore, among the four enantiomers of triadimenol, SR-(-)-triadimenol produced by S-(+)-triadimefon
may have the highest fungicidal activity and the strongest biological toxicity, RR-(+)-triadimenol produced by
R-(-)-triadimefon was most likely to bioaccumulate in lizard. Identifying toxicological eﬀects and dose-response
relationship of SR-(-)-triadimenol and RR-(+)-triadimenol will help fully assess the risk of TF enantiomers use in
the future. The results enrich and supplement the knowledge of the environmental fate of triadimefon
enantiomers.

1. Introduction
Approximately 30% of organic pesticides are chiral compounds and
consist of two or more enantiomers (Ulrich et al., 2012). In China,
chiral pesticides accounted for all pesticides ratio of 40% (Ye et al.,
2010). The enantioselectivity may occur while the enantiomer binding
to structure-sensitive biological receptors (Dong et al., 2013). Due to
the action of enzymes, organic substances or other chiral macromolecules, the enantiomers can exhibit signiﬁcant diﬀerences in chiral
environments, especially in biological properties (Qi et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016). The chiral enantiomers may have identical
physic-chemical properties, but the bioactivity processes like uptake,
distribution, metabolism, bioaccumulation and toxicity may be completely diﬀerent (Buser et al., 1992; Zadra et al., 2002; Cai et al., 2008).
Now, most of the chiral pesticides are produced, marketed and used as
racemates. The proportion of chiral pesticides that can separate the
single enantiomeric forms with optical purity is only about 7% (Zhang
et al., 2003). Consideration the probable diﬀerence between chiral
enantiomers, it is inappropriate to think of them as a single compound
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in traditional risk assessment (Wong, 2006).
Triadimefon(TF) and triadimenol(TN) are two registered broadspectrum systemic fungicides, triazole-derived molecule extensively
used in the ﬁeld (Crowell et al., 2011). Triadimefon [(RS)-1-(4chlorophenoxy)-3, 3-dimethyl-1- (1H-1, 2, 4-triazol-1-yl) butan-2-one,
CAS No.: 43121-43-3] has been commonly used for the control of rusts,
powdery mildews, and other fungal pests on fruits, cereals, turf,
vegetables, shrubs and trees (Kenneke et al., 2009; Roberts and
Hutson, 1999). Triadimenol [(1RS, 2RS; 1RS, 2SR)-1-(4-chlorophenoxy)-3, 3- dimethyl-1-(1H-1, 2, 4-triazol-1-yl) butan-2-ol, CAS No:
55219-65-3], a metabolite of TF by reduction of a carbonyl group to its
corresponding alcohol. TN is considered to have a greater fungicidal
activity than TF (Liang et al., 2013). TF and TN have already been
categorized as “possible human carcinogens” (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2006). Previous studies have shown that there
was a potential threat to mammals and aquatic animals due to the wide
residue of TF and its metabolites in soil, sediments, natural water and
agricultural products (Li et al., 2011, 2014). It has been pointed that
excessive TF and TN use could cause teratogenic eﬀects on rat embryos
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(HPLC grade, Dikma, USA) at 1000 mg/L and kept in dark at −20 °C.

(Menegola et al., 2000), neurotoxicity in rodents (Moser and Macphail,
1989). Other studies proved that TF is a cytochrome p450 enzyme
inhibitor that prevents 17β-estradiol from the synthesis of testosterone.
This suggests that TF may have reproductive toxicity in animals and
even humans (Brandelavridsen et al., 2008; Chu et al., 1995; Vinggaard
et al., 2000).
The intensiﬁcation and expansion of agriculture has accelerated the
risk of wildlife exposure (Wagner et al., 2015). In China, the abuse of
triazole pesticides (Lin et al., 2008) lead to a large amount of TF and TN
enter into the cultivated soils. This poses a threat to wildlife living in
soil, such as reptiles. Reptiles are vital in maintaining ecological
balance, accounting for 28% of known vertebrate species (Gervais,
2011). Pesticides are considered to be one of the major factors
contributing to the global recession of reptiles (Gibbon et al., 2000;
Randhawa et al., 2014). Past attention has focused on measuring the
body burden of various contaminants on wild reptiles to understand the
historical exposure of a given population (Merwe et al., 2009; Moss
et al., 2009; Simoniello et al., 2010). But the eﬀects of contaminants on
the actual risk and population level of reptiles are still largely unknown
(Weir et al., 2010). Lizards are natural enemies of crops and are
important but neglected in the agricultural system. Lizards are the most
commonly used reptile species in pesticide toxicology, due to their
living habits (Buono et al., 2007; Holem et al., 2008). Taking into
account the small size, gentle temperament and suitable for using in
laboratory, Chinese lizards (Eremias argus) were used in our study. E.
argus are widely distributed in the north of Yangtze River region,
including China's major agricultural areas in North China Plain and
Northeast Region. Extensive use of TF and TN in these areas (Lin et al.,
2008) has been a huge threat to the E. argus.
TF and TN are commercialized as racemic agrochemicals and
released as equimolar mixtures of enantiomers into the environment.
Because of the diﬀerence in fungicidal activity and toxicity in enantiomers, stereoselectivity of TF and TN should be an important consideration in ecological risk assessment (Li et al., 2014). Stereoselective
behaviors of TF and TN have been reported in soil microorganisms and
rainbow trout (Garrison et al., 2011; Kenneke et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2011). In our previous study (Wang et al., 2014), we reported the
stereoselective metabolism, distribution and bioaccumulation of TF and
TN in lizards under racemic form of TF exposure. These results gave us
a preliminary understanding of stereoselective behaviors of TF and TN.
However, the chiral conversion between enantiomers and the environmental fate of chiral monomer are still unknown. To ﬁll this gap, we
separated the chiral monomers of TF (R-(-)-TF and S-(+)-TF) and used
them in the lizard exposure in this paper. Mathematical models for the
concentration-time curves were developed and absorption, distribution
and elimination rates of R-(-)-TF and S-(+)-TF were calculated. The
results played an important role in the environmental fate of TF, and
gave a suggestion on the use of TF and TN.

2.2. Culture conditions
The juvenile Eremias argus were obtained from Abag Banner, Inner
Mongolia (China), which has no history of chemical application, and
maintained in our laboratory since July 2009. Lizards were kept in
5×1.2×0.4 m solid bottom chamber aquarium covered with 10 cm of
mollisol and fallen leaves. The temperature and humidity were maintained at 25–30 °C and 30–60%. Daylight lamps (100 W) were set to a
14:10 h light: dark photoperiod to provide enough light and maintain
the desired temperature. Lizards were fed with mealworms (Tenebrio
molitor) twice a day. The water was sprayed every other day and the
excreta and residues were cleaned twice a week.
Sexually mature lizards (3–3.5 g, 2–3 years old) were used in the
experiment. The selected lizards were randomly divided into groups of
10 lizards (sex ratio 1: 1). Each group was housed in 30×30×20 cm
glass cage with water pan. The experimental conditions were the same
as the feeding conditions. Each lizard was fed two mealworms (about
1.0 cm each) per day. Animal welfare and experimental procedures
were carried out in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (Ministry of Science and Technology of China,
2006). The animal care and use procedures were approved by Research
Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, CAS.
2.3. Dosing and exposure
Dosing was prepared according to our previous study (Wang et al.,
2014). Rac-TF, R-(-)-TF and S-(+)-TF were ﬁrst prepared in the ethanol
and then dispersed in corn oil. The volume ratio of ethanol to corn oil
was 1: 9. To prevent degradation of the compound, the test solution was
stored at 4 °C in a dark place. Before dosing, the ethanol-corn oil
lactescence was warmed to room temperature (25 °C) and continually
mixed by magnetic stirring apparatus. Micro-syringes were used for oral
injection of 30 μL corn oil or corn oil-ethanol lactescence to lizard.
The acute oral toxicity of TF to E. argus is low toxicity. The safety
concentration of 100 mg/kgbw was chosen in this study. Rac-TF, R(-)-TF and S-(+)-TF were ﬁrst dispersed into the corn oil-ethanol
lactescence and oral injected to lizard. Blood, brain, heart, lungs, liver,
kidney and fat were collected for concentration analysis of enantiomers
of TF and TN at 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 24, 48, 72, 120 and 168 h after lizards
were dosed. Three lizards were euthanized with carbon dioxide
randomly for each sampling point at once.
2.4. HPLC-MS/MS conditions
HPLC was performed using Thermo ACCELA series (Thermo
Electron Corporation, Hopkinson, MA) equipped with an ACCELA
Autosampler, ACCELA 600 pump, 20 μL injection loop and 2 μL ﬂow
cell. Enantiomers were separated on a Phenomenex Lux Cellulose-1
column (250×4.6 mm id, 5 µm particles), packed with CSP of CDMPC
and obtained from Guangzhou FLM Scientiﬁc Instrument (Guangzhou,
China). The mobile phase was a mixture of 73% methanol and 27%
water at a ﬂow rate of 0.5 mL/min. Chromatographic separation was
conducted at 20 °C with an injection volume of 10 μL.
TSQ QUANTUM ACCESS MAX was used for LC-MS/MS analysis
(Thermo Electron Corporation, Hopkinson, MA). Quantiﬁcation was
performed in positive-ion mode (ESI+). The signals were received and
processed with Thermo Xcalibur 2.2 SP1.48 software. The main working parameters were optimized as follows: Spray Voltage 3200 V,
Vaporizer Temperature 250 °C, Sheath Gas Pressure 30 psi, Aux Gas
Pressure 10 arbitrary units, Capillary Temperature 350 °C, Capillary
Oﬀset 35 V, Q2 Collision Gas Pressure 1.5 mTorr. The multiple reaction
monitoring mode was used; the precursor and product ions of TF and
TN with the corresponding de-cluster potentials and collision energies
are summarized in Supporting information Table S1.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Racemic TF (99.55%) and TN (99.1%), analytical standards of TN-A
(racemate of RS- and SR-enantiomer, 99.9% purity) and TN-B (racemate of RR- and SS-enantiomer, 99.9% purity) were kindly provided by
College of Science, China Agricultural University (Beijing, China). The
two TF enantiomers were prepared by normal chiral PAK IC Column
[cellulose tris-(3, 5-dichlorophenyl-carbamate)] (4.6 cm i.d. 25 cm
long) on an Agilent 1260 high performance liquid chromatograph
(HPLC) system under the UV detection wave length 225 nm. The mobile
phase fraction corresponding to the pure enantiomer was manually
collected by observing its UV signal. The purity of separated TF
enantiomers were checked with HPLC-MS/MS using the method below
(see HPLC-MS/MS conditions). The purity of R-(-)-TF and S-(+)-TF
were > 96%. Stock solutions of TF and TN were prepared in methanol
160
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were shown in Fig. 1. (1) SR-(-)-TN (SR-TN), (2) RS-(+)-TN (RS-TN),
(3) SS-(-)-TN (SS-TN), (4) RR-(+)-TN (RR-TN4), (5) R-(-)-TF (R-TF), (6)
S-(+)-TF (S-TF). RS-TN and SR-TN were a pair enantiomers of TN-A,
which is about 80% of the total TN. SS-TN and RR-TN were a pair
enantiomers of TN-B, which is about 20% of the total TN. Linear
calibration curves were evaluated over the concentration range of
0.005–5 mg/L for R-TF (y=733925x-3659, r=0.9991), S-TF
(y=755143x-4197, r=0.9992) and rac-TF (y=744534x-7857,
r=0.9999). Linear calibration curves were evaluated over the concentration range of 0.001–2 mg/L for SR-TN (y=1000000x-1087,
r=0.9999), RS-TN (y=1000000x+168.98, r=0.9999), RR-TN
(y=839672x-239, r=0.9997), SS-TN (y=826348x-568, r=0.9999).
Recovery evaluation was identiﬁed at three fortiﬁed concentration
levels with six replicates. The concentration levels were 0.01, 0.1, and
1 mg/L (mg/kg in tissue) for rac-TF, R-TF and S-TF; 0.008, 0.08, and
0.8 mg/L (mg/kg in tissue) for RS-TN and SR-TN, 0.002, 0.02, and
0.2 mg/L (mg/kg in tissue) for SS-TN and RR-TN. Recoveries of each
enantiomer ranged from 85% to 107%. The precision of the assay for all
enantiomers ranged from 2.5% to 12.8% (RSD). LODs for rac-TF, R-TF
and S-TF were 0.003 mg/kg in lizard tissues and 0.002 mg/L in lizard
blood. LODs for RS-TN and SR-TN were 0.002 mg/kg in lizard tissues
and 0.002 mg/L in lizard blood. The LODs for SS-TN and RR-TN were
0.0007 mg/kg in lizard tissues and 0.0006 mg/L in lizard blood. The
minimum fortiﬁed concentration levels in lizard tissues and blood were
used as LOQs for all enantiomers.

2.5. Extraction procedure
Whole blood (50–100 μL) or homogenized tissue matrix
(0.01–0.03g) was transferred to a 2 mL polypropylene centrifuge tube
and 2 mL acetonitrile (analytical grade, Beijing Chemical Reagent Co.
Ltd, China) was added. The mixture was vortexed for 3 min, exposed to
ultrasonic vibration for 20 min, and then centrifuged at 10,000 r/min
for 5 min. The supernatants were transferred to a separatory funnel.
Samples were re-extracted in the same manner and supernatants
were pooled. Five mL n-hexane (HPLC grade, Dikma, USA) was added
for liquid-liquid partitioning to extract most of the lipids. The upper
layer of n-hexane was discarded and the acetonitrile layer was collected
and evaporated to near dryness using a vacuum rotary evaporator at
30 °C under a gentle stream of nitrogen. The residue was redissolved in
1 mL of methanol and ﬁltered through a 0.22-mm ﬁlter into a sample
vial for HPLC-MS / MS analysis.
2.6. Data analysis
The enantiomer fraction (EF) was used to measure the enantioselectivity of TF enantiomers in lizard (Eq. (1)).

EF =

concentration of R−TF
concentration of total TF

(1)

The EF values deﬁned range from 0 to 1, with EF =0.5 representing
the racemic mixture.
Two-compartment model of extravascular administration was used
for ﬁtting the blood concentration-time curves of R-TF and S-TF. For the
process (including absorption, distribution, and metabolism) of R-TF or
S-TF, the concentration values of the compartments were calculated as
follows.

d [X c ]
= ka Xa + kpc Xp − kcm Xc − kcp Xp
dt

(2)

dXa
= FX0 − ka Xa
dt

(3)

dXp

= kcp Xc − kpc Xp

dt

3.2. Time-concentration curve in lizard tissues
After oral administration of R-TF, S-TF and rac-TF, time-concentration curve of TF enantiomers in lizard tissues were shown in Fig. 2. The
times to reach maximum concentration in diﬀerent tissues in R-TF
exposure group were little diﬀerent from that in S-TF exposure group.
However, there were some similarities in the concentration-time curves
of the two exposed groups in diﬀerent tissues. Both in R-TF and S-TF
groups, the concentrations ﬁrst reached the maximum values immediately at 2 h in blood after oral injection. The times to reach the
maximum concentration in other tissues were later than that in the
blood. This provides the basis for our understanding of blood as a
central compartment in the following model calculations. In all tissues,
the highest maximum concentration was detected in brain indicating
that the blood encephalopathy barrier does not aﬀect the absorption of
the TF enantiomer in the brain. It has been reported that TF can induce
rodent neurobehavioral eﬀects (Perkins et al., 1992). Acute exposure to
TF aﬀects catecholamines in the central nervous system and induces
transient syndromes involving hyperactivity and stereotyping in rats
(Moser and Macphail, 1989). These results suggest that the brain is one
of the target organs of TF, which consistent with the results of our
study. Possible reasons may be that TF can act as an inhibitor of
dopamine transporter, by binding dopamine transporter and increasing
the level of synaptic DA as an indirect dopamine (DA) agonist (Gagnaire
and Micillino, 2006; Reeves et al., 2004). The maximum concentration
value times in liver and kidney were 4–6 h after oral injection in two
exposure groups. After reaching the highest values, the TF enantiomers
concentrations declined rapidly in liver and kidney. The reason might
be that liver and kidney were considered to be primary organs of
metabolism and exclusion. Furthermore, high concentration values of
R-TF and S-TF were detected in the liver between 2 and 8 h. In the
process of transformation of TF enantiomers in the liver might also
produce damage to the liver. Previous study showed that triazole
pesticides might reduce cholesterol concentration, which is thought to
be an early indication of liver dysfunction. And may have a causal
relationship with subsequent pathological changes as well as ﬁnal cell
death, increased cell proliferation and tumor formation (Allen et al.,
2006). These results indicated that liver was also the target organ of TF.
The TF enantiomers concentrations in lung were lowest among the
tissues and the maximum value times in lung were 6–10 h after oral

(4)

Eqs. (2)–(4) are ﬁrst order linear non-homogeneous diﬀerential
equations. For two-compartment model of extravascular administration, the concentration-time equation of central compartment is
expressed as

C = Ne−ka t + Le−αt + Me−βt

(5)

The kinetic parameters are

kpc =

Lβ (ka − α ) + Mα (ka − β )
L (k a − α ) + M (k a − β )

(6)

kcm =

αβ
kpc

(7)

kcp = α + β − k pc − kce

(8)

Wherein N, L and M are constants. C represents the concentrations of RTF or S-TF in lizard blood. Ka is the absorption rate into blood, Kcp is the
translation rate from blood to tissue, Kpc is the translation rate from
tissue to blood, Kcm is the metabolism rate in blood. SPSS 16.0 was used
for a nonlinear dynamic ﬁtting.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Method validation
As shown in Fig. 1, the enantiomers of TF and TN got a good
separated using the optimized method. The elution order has been
described in our previous study (Wang et al., 2014). Enantiomer peaks
161
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Fig. 1. Representative HPLC-MS chromatogram of the expectations of (a) 0.5 mg/L for each racmate of TF and TN: (1) SR-(-)-TN (SR-TN), (2) RS-(+)-TN (RS-TN), (3) SS-(-)-TN (SS-TN),
(4) RR-(+)-TN (RR-TN4), (5) R-(-)-TF (R-TF), (6) S-(+)-TF (S-TF), (b) separated enantiopure R-(-)-TF, (c) separated enantiopure S-(+)-TF.

injection. Blood ﬂow might also be the reason caused the diﬀerence of
concentrations between tissues. The trends of TF enantiomers concentrations in fat were diﬀerent from that in other tissues. The TF
enantiomers concentrations in fat ﬁrst increased slowly and reach the
maximum values at about 24 h. After 24 h, the TF enantiomers
concentrations declined very slowly and maintained stable after about
72 h. Compare to other tissues, the maximum value times in fat were
longer and the ending concentrations were much higher. This phenomenon illustrated that fat was the main organ of accumulation.
In blood, brain and liver, the maximum concentration values in RTF exposure group were all higher than that in S-TF exposure group (ttest, p < 0.05). But in other tissues, the highest concentrations did not
show signiﬁcant diﬀerence between R-TF and S-TF exposure groups (ttest, p > 0.05). In rac-TF exposure group, the R-TF concentrations in all
tissues were higher than S-TF concentrations at the same sampling time
(t-test, p < 0.05). The average EF values in diﬀerent tissues and blood
were calculated in rac-TF exposure group. EF values in all tissues and
blood were higher than 0.5 that veriﬁed the stereoselectivity of TF (data
not shown). Simple t-tests were used to compare the diﬀerence among
the EF values of TF1 in tissues and blood. The highest EF value were

detected in liver (EF=0.64) that showed liver was the main stereoselective metabolism organ. The lowest EF values were detected in
kidney and fat (EF=0.55). Considering that stereroselective exclusion
and accumulation predominate in kidney and fat, respectively, the
lowest EF values in kidney and fat indicated that the diﬀerence between
TF enantiomers became smaller in the exclusion and accumulation
process.

3.3. Kinetic considerations
While TF enantiomers were oral injected into lizard, it would ﬁrst
uptake into absorption compartment (intestines and stomach) and then
absorbed immediately in blood (central compartment). Through the
blood circulation, TF enantiomers were distributed into each tissue
(peripheral compartment). This process was described in Fig. 3. The
blood concentration-time curves of R-TF and S-TF (as shown in Fig. 2)
were consistent with two-compartment model of extravascular administration. The ﬁtting results were shown in Table 1. Normally in the Eq.
(5), Ka is used to reﬂect the absorption rate. Ka of S-TF (0.627) was
higher than Ka of R-TF (0.450), which meant S-TF was absorbed faster

Fig. 2. Time-concentration curve in lizard tissues in R-TF and S-TF exposure group, respectively.
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(Bromilow et al., 1999; Singh, 2005). The risk of converted TN from TF
shouldn’t be ignored while evaluating the risk of TF. The SR-TN
(produced by S-TF) has the highest fungicidal activity (up to 1000-fold
greater than the other three enantiomers) (Burden et al., 1987). But SRTN has the greatest inhibition of sterol synthesis in yeast at the same
time (Yoshida and Aoyama, 1990). Fungicidal activity and toxicity
were two opposite factors in the risk assessment. The fungicidal
activity, eco-toxicity and the accumulation should be comprehensive
considered in the risk assessment. During the 35 days of continuous
exposure of rac-TF in lizard, concentrations of metabolic product RR-TN
were much higher than the other three enantiomers (Wang et al.,
2014). The RR-TN metabolized from R-TF accounted for about 70% of
TN overall ratio. The easy accumulation of RR-TN added the risk of the
use of R-TF. In the four enantiomers of TN, SR-TN produced by S-TF
may have the strongest biological toxicity; RR-TN produced by R-TF is
most likely to occur bioaccumulation eﬀect in lizard. Identifying
toxicological eﬀects and dose-response relationship of SR-TN and RRTN will help us to fully assess the risk of TF enantiomers use in the
future.

Fig. 3. The absorption, distribution and elimination process of TF in lizard.

than R-TF. Parameter α is used to reﬂect the distribution rate. The α of
R-TF (0.378) was higher than the α of S-TF (0.264), which indicated RTF was easily distributed in the tissues. Parameter β is used to reﬂect
the elimination rate. The β of S-TF (0.687) was higher than the β of R-TF
(0.427), which meant that S-TF was eliminated faster than R-TF. In RTF and S-TF exposure groups, the Kpc values were much higher than Kcp
values. The reason caused this result might be the concentrations
declined rapidly in blood and TF enantiomers transported easily back
into blood from the tissues. The Kcm value of R-TF (0.475) was higher
than that of S-TF (0.315), which meant R-TF was more easily converted
into its metabolites. The diﬀerences in R-TF and S-TF concentrations in
lizards were a combined eﬀect of absorption, metabolism, exclusion,
and distribution.

4. Conclusions
According to the ﬁndings of this study, after single oral administration of R-TF and S-TF, the maximum value times in diﬀerent tissues
were found to be diﬀerent. TF enantiomers could cross the blood-brain
barrier easily and brain is the main target organ. Blood ﬂow might be
the reason caused the diﬀerence of concentrations between tissues. The
residue of TF enantiomers in fat were much higher than other tissues,
fat was the main organ of accumulation.
In rac-TF exposure groups, the EF values of TF1 in all tissues and
blood were signiﬁcant diﬀerent from its nature ratio 0.5 (p < 0.05).
These results indicated stereoslectivity of TF occurred in the process of
absorption, distribution, metabolism and exclusion in lizard. Simple ttests were used to compare the diﬀerence among the EF values of TF1 in
tissues and blood. The highest EF values were detected in liver and the
lowest EF values were detected in kidney and fat. The diﬀerence
between liver and kidney (or fat) were signiﬁcant (p < 0.05).
Stereoselective diﬀerences were signiﬁcant in absorption and metabolism, but the diﬀerences became smaller in exclusion and accumulation.
From the results of mathematical models, S-TF was absorbed and
eliminated faster than R-TF, and R-TF was easily distributed in the
tissues and more easily converted into its metabolites. The risk of
converted TN from TF shouldn’t be ignored while evaluating the risk of
TF. The SR-TN (produced by S-TF) has the highest fungicidal activity
and strongest biological toxicity. High fungicidal activity could reduce
the usage amount of pesticide, but the strong toxicity may cause toxic
reactions in a small residue concentration. The RR-TN (produced by RTF) has been tested most likely to occur bioaccumulation eﬀect in
lizard. This may result in accumulation eﬀect and increase the risk of
pesticide use. The fungicidal activity, eco-toxicity and the accumulation
should be comprehensive considered in the risk assessment. Identifying
toxicological eﬀects and dose-response relationship of SR-TN and RRTN will help us to fully assess the risk of TF enantiomers use in the

3.4. Metabolic transformation of TF to TN
The metabolic transformation of TF to TN has been shown in Fig. 4.
TF has only one chiral center and consists of an equimolecular mixture
of the two enantiomers, R-TF and S-TF. During the metabolic transformation, the carbonyl group connected on the chiral center is converted
to a hydroxyl group, resulting in a new chiral center. So TN has two
chiral centers and consists of four stereoisomers including two pairs of
diastereomers, TN-A and TN-B. RS-TN and SR-TN are a pair of
enantiomers of TN-A, RR-TN and SS-TN are a pair of enantiomers of
TN-B. However, from the chemical structure analysis, RS-TN and RR-TN
are the metabolite of R-TF, and SR-TN and SS-TN are the metabolite of
S-TF. This result means that one metabolite of R-TF and one metabolite
of S-TF constitute a pair of chiral enantiomers. From the results of
exposure test of R-TF and S-TF, we detected the theoretically two TN
metabolites of R-TF and S-TF, respectively. Furthermore, no SR-TN and
SS-TN were detected in R-TF exposure group, and no RS-TN and RR-TN
were detected in S-TF exposure group. This results indicated that chiral
conversion between the theoretically two TN metabolites in each TF
exposure group possible be existed, but the chiral conversion from RRTN, RS-TN to SS-TN, SR-TN were not existed, vice versa.
3.5. Discussion
There is no eco-toxicology data on TF and its enantiomers. Previous
study showed that R-TF is more toxic than the rac-TF (about 2-fold) to
blackﬂy larvae (Kellock K et al., 2009). In soil, TN shows a much longer
persistence (soil half-life > 240 days) than TF (half-life of 6–30 days)
Table 1
The kinetic parameters of TF enantiomers after oral administration in lizard.
R-TF group
Function
R2
Ka (mg/L h−1)
α (mg/L h−1)
β (mg/L h−1)
Kcp (mg/L h−1)
Kpc (mg/L h−1)
Kcm (mg/L h−1)

C=10.429e
0.998
0.450
0.378
0.427
0.012
0.427
0.475

S-TF group
−0.450t

+12.028e

−0.378t

−22.458e

163

−0.536t

C=5.212e−0.627t+4.472e−0.264t−9.684e−0.687t
0.996
0.627
0.264
0.687
0.060
0.576
0.315
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Fig. 4. The metabolic transformation of TF to TN.
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